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About This Game

ABOUT ESCAPE BLACK ORION

In Escape Black Orion you are an engineer working in a mysterious facility code named Black Orion. Something has gone
wrong and now you are locked in the engineering bay and time is running out as gas pours into the room.

Using you wits and whatever tools you can find you must disengage the door locks to escape before your air runs out. Something
is very wrong and you need to find out why but first you need to get out.

EPISODIC STORYTELLING

This episodic story base game is inspired by escape the room style games. Find clues and solve puzzles to unlock the door and
begin your escape from this mysterious sci-fi world.

Each episode will tell you a little more about the mysteries of Black Orion as well as giving you new unique puzzles to solve.

What is Black Orion?

What is causing the explosions?
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Was there an attack?

If so who is attacking and why?

VIRTUAL REALITY ESCAPE ROOM

Escape Black Orion is a VR exclusive, built from the ground up, we wanted to create a visually stunning virtual reality escape
room experience.

Episode 1

Episode 1 will introduce you to the world of Black Orion and its characters. If features the first room you need to escape to
survive. Each Episode will add more puzzles and reveal a little more about this mysterious place.

Episode 1 takes about 30-50 minutes to complete depending on how quickly you can solve the puzzles.
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Title: Escape Black Orion VR
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pulse Studio LLC
Publisher:
Pulse Studio LLC
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2018
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It's ok NOOOOO Left for dead or Dead Space but for a buck its alright

Pro- Easy Achivemnts,Horads of zombies...... gas cans to blow up.

Con's-ONLY two guns,ONLY one level,Can die pretty fast if get into the middle of it. No save menu. *Wish I could jump*

But you can't ! It's a platformer where you can't jump ! And it's a good one, really.
Instead of jumping, you have to climb over blocks and use your brains (a lot) to solve puzzles in order to continue.

This game is also a lot of exploration, which feels like FEZ (it even has a reference to it), a few secrets to be found, and hidden
locations to discover (but, like FEZ, you know if a room has been completed by looking at the map, which helps).

+ Free exploration world
+ A great variety of crates to climb over
+ Many puzzles, with scaling difficulty (some at the end are really hard)
+ Map helps a lot and is very precise in its details
+ Possibility to go back in time if you made a mistake
+ Boar character (and boar puns)

- Rewinding time will sometimes work well, erasing your last move, and sometimes make you go back to the beginning of the
level because no "checkpoints" have been set since (I don't know how checkpoints are set, though)

All in all, it's a great game, worth its price. Garbage nothing like the classic games they mentioned. Not even worth it if on sale..
I litterally cannot get enough Aki\/Youka. They're too \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing cute!. If you have this game but not this
DLC you're making a mistake. Not only it doubles the campaign length and gives you new starter programs for Incognita, you
can have Draco.

Buy the DLC.

Gift yourself with Draco.

He's worth every cent this DLC costs.. I liked the first three stories of the hero project a lot. I had high hopes this would be of
similar take. So I will just list a few things here in the likes and dislikes to avoid spoilers and other fun stuff.

Likes:
*The characters, far more diversed this time around.
*Anything with you doing hero work proverbially.

Dislikes:
*When you aren't doing hero things, story drags and gets a little to hung up on political way to much for my taste.
*Felt rushed and then incomplete. I know this is the first of the new set, but I was left more going okay, then I enjoyed it like
the first three.
*The lack of connection to characters, while there are a ton of interesting you never really interact at all in the story. Felt the
connections were stronger in the first three.
* Another area where stats are built like money and serve no purpose, I want to see it matter.

So I will stop there, this isn't a bad game, it just feels weaker then the others. I will likely buy the sequel to this just to see if it
picks up. I will only recommend this to fans who enjoyed the series and want to see it start fresh with a slightly new outlook.
Otherwise I would say skip this until the second story is out and buy them in a cheap set.

. What can i say? TANKS...that is all... No seriously though. I had this game when it first came out and then after upgrading the
computer to high spec etc etc i couldnt play it for some reason. forum after forum and i had to download this download
that...crumbs nightmare....so i shelved it............THEN..........Steam came to the rescue and i saw it on here and thought they
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must have sorted it... YEP YEP and YEP again...sooooo glad i purchased this again and at a great price...It is old now but it is
now fully updated and playable.......BUY IT.... Simple and straight to the point this game.... A
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 rail jumper which requires absurd timing. Only for masochists and people who have
to much time on their hands.
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Zen Bound 2 is a puzzle game different from any other I've played so far, it's a refreshing look on the genre. There are ten trees
with a few sculptures each, your goal is to wrap these with a limited amount of rope. On a few levels the rope paints the
sculpture as its being wrapped, on others there are paint balls tied to the rope that pop when enough pressure is put onto them
and on others there are paint balls on a few spots on the sculpture that you need to pop in order to spread the paint. After you
finish a tree you get its butterfly, getting the ten butterflies is the equivalent to finishing the game. Though the credits wont be
forced on you, you can see them if you click on 'credits' in the menu. I got the game for free, but I'll be sure to gift it to a few
friends as it's well worth the price, even though it's somewhat short. I give it an 8/10.. An idea, perfectly executed.. "requires a
virtural reality headset" MY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
i cna't get it to work. everything i try, it wont work with my oculus. SOMEBODY HELP ME PLEASE!!!!!!!! I LOVE TRAINS
SO MUCH I BEG YOU TO HELP ME. tried to refund almost immediately, was rejected.. Everyone is complaining about this
dlc for the lines, the fact that it isn't free, the fact that Duke has no place in this universe, yadda yadda, whatever.

I would give this a thumbs down if it was done poorly, but it isn't, it's exactly what I expected and what is advertised on the store
page.

Jon St. John is great, the lines are good, I mean yeah, they changed only the protagonist's lines, while everyone else says the
same things and that's the beauty of it, you take this serious script and add Duke's nonsense, I just love this, makes me laugh, sue
me.

Also the price is fine, while this isn't a full conversion or anything, the quality for what it does stands up, they put in the work,
they called a VA, they made him record some lines, they put a new model in with animations and put Duke's brand on it.
So how much I paid for this work? 1,24 Euros on sale. What the hell are these entitled people
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing about?
Ahh whatever, I'm having a blast with this. Thanks for this DLC, not a big fan of the game, but I'm definitely enjoying it now..
Great game! Mechanics are simple, graphics are amazing and gameplay is fun. The game in itself looks mad, the lighting from
the neon beams in the levels are a great touch and make the atmosphere really welcoming. The gameplay is fun and a good way
to relax. There are some things with the mechanics which I believe are quite buggy if im not being a retard. One of them is wall-
running around corners. Whenever I am on a linear wall and come to a corner, rather than my character running the corner, he
stops and I die. The second is on the zipline, where at the end, atleast 50% of the time, I drop and die rather than it following
through. However, the music in this game is ♥♥♥♥ing sexy! The music in the background of the game is simply the best thing.
I don't think my review would be this positive if it weren't for the music. It seems to me that there is a large variety of tracks
that go along with the levels. All having different tones and tunes suited to the complexity of the level. This game is great and I
recommend it to many people, especially now since it is only 0.72 dollars.. Nice sidescrolllng dungeon crawler!
I have got thru about 5 or 6 levels so far, and I may come to regret saying this, but I don't find it as hard as some of the other
reviewers, and I am no Platforming Master. Many platformers, like Cuphead, Hallow Knight or SuperMeatboy are too hard for
me. I would call Azuran Tales a Platformer-Lite, but the combat is challenging enough.
Some of the bosses are very tough; one in particular is a Mage who kept throwing ranged spells. I tried to dodge them and then
get in my whacks when I could, but the spells just kept stacking up. After probably 15 failures, I tried a new tactic and that was
go toe to toe with him. He could still throw spells but not as many and after another 10 tries I beat him. That may sound like a
lot of deaths but not that crazy for a Souls-like game. In this game there is a save point right before the bosses, who may wipe
me out in less than a minute, but I can go right back at em in a few seconds.
. If you like hidden object games then you will like this. That been said it is rather short, story is average and as others have
stated... not scary. Still if you like this type of game you will enjoy, overall looks nice and a good way to chill for a couple of
hours. (My play time was about 3 hours but this was only due to having to go AFK for about an hour).

I would recommed this game just try catch it on sale :). Similar to real-time strategy cult classics like Command & Conquer, this
title is great for players that like games that involve creating an army, managing resources and conquering places. Even though
this game is still in Early Access, it shows great potential compared to similar titles, since it gives the player the freedom to
explore this dystopian world where robots fight your battles to become the greatest ruler amongst your chosen faction.

Pros:

 Sand-box style exploration: wander around this immense world to conquer as many cities as you want. This type of title
guarantees endless hours of entertainment.
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 Diverse factions: choose which side are you on and crush the other factions to become the greatest ruler on the planet!

 Simple gameplay: this sci-fi game combines both RPG and real-time strategy games dynamics in order to have both
great battles and economy-driven dynamics. Farm resources, build factories, create robots and get ready to attack all of
your enemies to make your faction the strongest one in the world.
Cons:

 Lack of tutorial: I hope the devs add a brief explanation of the controls on the next updates. Some dynamics
need a better description, especially when it comes to navigation. However, if you\u2019ve already played this
type of game, this shouldn\u2019t bother you at all because the interface is pretty intuitive.

  Needs more diversity: there aren\u2019t types of robots included yet and some elements are repetitive.
Probably, these changes will be added on further updates when this game is finished.
I\u2019d recommend buying this game because it has a lot of potential to become a great title after its minor
issues are solved.. It had my waifu.
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